Potential involvement of RITA in the activation of Aurora A at spindle poles during mitosis.
The mitotic kinase Aurora A is crucial for various mitotic events. Its activation has been intensively investigated and is not yet completely understood. RITA, the RBP-J interacting and tubulin-associated protein, has been shown to modulate microtubule dynamics in mitosis. We asked if RITA could be related to the activation of Aurora A. We show here that RITA is colocalized with Aurora A and its activator TPX2 at spindle poles during mitosis. FLAG-RITA is precipitated with the complex of Aurora A, TPX2 and tubulin. Depletion of RITA increases exclusively active Aurora A and TPX2 at spindle poles in diverse cancer cell lines and in RITA knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts. The enhanced active Aurora A, its substrate p-TACC3 and TPX2 are restored by adding back of RITA but not its Δtub mutant with an impaired tubulin-binding capability, indicating that RITA's role as Aurora A's modulator is mediated through its interaction with tubulin. Also, the mitotic failures in cells depleted of RITA are rescued by the inhibition of Aurora A. RITA itself does not directly interfere with the catalytic activity of Aurora A, instead, affects the microtubule binding of its activator TPX2. Moreover, Aurora A's activation correlates with microtubule stabilization induced by the microtubule stabilizer paclitaxel, implicating that stabilized microtubules caused by RITA depletion could also account for increased active Aurora A. Our data suggest a potential role for RITA in the activation of Aurora A at spindle poles by modulating the microtubule binding of TPX2 and the microtubule stability during mitosis.